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Abstract. This paper presents a novel algorithm based on phasor measurements for online

estimation of power system Thevenin Equivalent (TE) from a generator terminal. Three
consecutive phasor measurements of generator terminal voltage and current are used to
estimate the system TE. In a real network, deviation of system frequency from its nominal
value produces some phase drifts in consecutive phasors reported by Phasor Measurements
Units (PMUs). To correct the phase drift and synchronize the reported phasors with the
same reference, an improved triangulation method is developed. The improved method
uses a virtual vector in its structure. This vector alleviates negative impacts of improper
data resulting from noise or disturbances, which make the simple triangulation method
useless. The algorithm is tested on standard NE-39 network and is implemented in Shahid
Beheshti University's (SBU) protection laboratory to verify the results in practice. The
obtained results show that the new method can eciently estimate the Zth in online mode
under steady-state and transient conditions.
© 2018 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Wide Area Measurement Systems (WAMS) have been
developed for better operation and modelling of power
system [1], monitoring [2], and state estimation [3].
In WAMS, all measurements are synchronized with
the same reference by means of Phasor Measurement
Units (PMUs), which are installed at some power
system terminals. When synchronized phasor values
are available, online estimation of system parameters,
such as Thevenin Equivalent (TE), can be done more
conveniently and accurately.
System TE can be used in various elds of studies.
Generally, in a power system, TE is estimated from
a load or generator terminal. The main importance
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of TE from a load terminal is apparent in Voltage
Stability Assessment (VSA) studies. In [4-5], the
voltage stability was evaluated by analyzing the ratio
of Thevenin impedance (Zth ) to the load impedance
(ZL ). In [6-7], the voltage stability of power system,
including large wind generations, were examined with
TE estimation and capacity chart of wind turbines.
For a generator terminal, which is the focus of
this paper, system TE is usually used for fault location
problems and stability studies. In [8], TE and some
curve tting techniques were used to estimate the
exact location of a fault on a HV transmission line.
Online estimation of TE from a generator terminal
in a power network can be used for estimating its
transient stability in the case of fault by reducing the
connected network to a Single Machine In nite Bus
(SMIB) system and using Equal Area Criterion (EAC)
to determine the generator stability. Furthermore,
for permanent dynamic interactions and frequency
oscillations between the generator and power system, it
is highly dicult to calculate the TE in this case. This
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requires faster and more stable algorithms with some
features as resistance against noise, light computations,
and phase drift correction.
Recent studies have shown that synchronized
measurements can facilitate on-line estimation of TE.
In [9], TE was calculated by generator voltage and
current phasors for designing an adaptive voltage
regulator. In [10], an initial estimation of TE from
a load terminal was established. It then converged
to exact value using an incrementally based algorithm
depending on the load impedance variations recorded
by PMUs. In [11], the Tellegen theorem was applied to
two consecutive phasor measurements to estimate the
Zth . In [12], the Zth was estimated from an improved
recursive method, using di erential variables to re ect
parameters changes. A mathematical equation was
proposed in [13] to correct the phase drift caused by the
slip frequency between PMU successive phasors. Then,
the corrected phasors were used for TE estimation
from a generator terminal. In [14], three consecutive
phasor measurements of generator voltage and current
were used to correct the phase drift and TE estimation. In [15-16], a recursive least square estimation
technique was used to estimate the online Zth for
tracking the voltage stability from a load terminal. In
[17], authors proposed a new method based on the
rate of the change of frequency obtained from PMU
measurement in order to correct the phase drift and
calculate the TE. In addition, Abdelkader and Morrow
[18] developed a new method for TE estimation in the
case of a change in system parameter and measurement
errors.
In this paper, a new method based on analyses
of generator voltage and current phasors is proposed
to estimate the online TE from the generator terminal.
By using three successive pairs of generator current and
voltage phasors, two phasor triangles are constructed
based on a virtual vector explained in the next chapter.
Each triangle is intended to correct the phase drift of
each measurement and an initial estimation of the Zth
will be obtained. Finally, a method to adopt the best
estimation is formulated.
The algorithm is veri ed by simulations in steadystate and transient conditions on the 39-Bus (NE 39)
network. Moreover, the proposed method is implemented in university's protection laboratory. Also,
PMU module is coded in MATLAB software based
on IEEE C37.118 standard to calculate the generator
voltage and current phasors both in simulations and
laboratory tests. The obtained practical and simulation results show that the new online estimation
method has a suitable capability and accuracy in
transient conditions.
In the second Section, the proposed algorithm is
described. Simulations and practical results are shown
in Sections 3 and 4, respectively.

2. Problem statement and proposed algorithm
Suppose that a generator is connected to a power system as shown in Figure 1. The TE seen from generator
terminal (B 1) reduces the connected power system
shown with the dashed line to equivalent impedance
and a voltage source, as shown in Figure 2.
If connected power system is large enough compared with generator G1 and the measurements periods
are short enough, then one can assume that the Vth remains constant during two consecutive measurements.
Accordingly, TE can be calculated by two consecutive
current and voltage phasors (VG1 , IG1 ) and (VG2 , IG2 ),
recorded at generator terminal as follows:
Zth =

VG 1
I G1

Vth = VG1

VG 0
;
I G0

(1)

Zth IG1 :

(2)

In Eqs. (1) and (2), 0 and 1 subscripts denote the rst
and second measurements, respectively. However, this
method is simple, yet cannot be used in a real network.
In real networks, there is always some frequency deviation from its nominal value. This deviation, however
very small, produces unwanted phase drift between
consecutive measurements. Therefore, two phasors will
not be synchronized on the same reference, and when
used in Eqs. (1) and (2) without correction, ambiguous
and noisy results are inevitable.
Figures 3 and 4 show a real image of frequency
and the phase angle of voltage phasor transmitted from

Figure 1. Typical power system.

Figure 2. TE from generator terminal (B 1).
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Figure 3. Actual frequency of a 400 kV substation
reported by PMU at PDC.

Figure 4. The phase angle of reported voltage phasor at
PDC.

a PMU installed at a 400 kV substation in Iran power
grid. Data are obtained from Phasor Data Concentrator (PDC) center developed in Iran Grid Management
Company (IGMC). As depicted in Figure 3, at the time
of phasor calculations, the frequency of the system was
almost higher than the nominal frequency (50 Hz). As
PMU reporting rate is normally constant (20 ms for
respected PMU), in PDC center, the phase angle of
any recorded phasor is not constant and changes from
180 to 180 permanently, as shown in Figure 4. This
is called \phase drift", meaning that two consecutive
phasors are not synchronized on the same reference.
Figure 5 shows the relevant Zth value calculated directly by Eq. (1) from the mentioned data. As is
clear, the calculated impedance contains considerable
uctuations from its exact value. Therefore, a method
is required to correct the phase drift and synchronize
the consecutive phasors on the same reference.
A basic triangulation method to correct the phase
drift with three consecutive measurements is proposed
in [14], brie y discussed in the Appendix. Consider
three measurement pairs at generator terminal available as (V1 , I1 ), (V2 , I2 ), and (V3 , I3 ). The 1, 2,
and 3 subscripts denote the rst, second, and third

Figure 5. TE for a 400 kV substation using Eq. (1) and
data obtained from PDC.

measurements, respectively. If the phase angle of
the rst measurement is taken as a reference, the
phase of the second and third measurements can be
synchronized with rst one as (V2 e j 1 , I2 e j 1 ) and
(V3 e j 2 , I3 e j 2 ), respectively. The main problem
is nding the value of ( 1 , 2 ). According to [14],
if three consecutive phasors belong to a unique Zth ,
then the determinant of Eq. (A.1) should be zero and
lead to a phasor triangle construction by A, B , and C
vectors. (See Eqs. (A.2), (A.3), and Figure (A.1) of
the Appendix). Using this triangular structure, ( 1 ,
2 ) can be found and consecutive phasors could be
synchronized with the same reference; thus, phase drift
is corrected.
This method is very useful; however, the accuracy of the results depends on the measurement
samples [19]. Experience suggests that, in many cases,
the values of ( 1 , 2 ) are complex which cannot be
accepted. The main reason is based on the fact that
when system is in normal operation, independent of
the amount of phase drift, the values of vectors A, B ,
and C are close to zero. This implies that Eq. (A.2) is
intentionally zero, and the values of ( 1 , 2 ) cannot be
calculated practically. In addition, even if there is a real
answer, two alternative solutions as ( 10 , 20 ) and ( 100 ,
00
2 ) exist according to Eqs. (A.4) and (A.5). According
to [19], the problem of a solution yielding a valid or
invalid answer for phase drift correction is unknown
and depends on the measured data. Therefore, this
method requires some extra assistance to obtain better
results. In this paper, a modi ed triangulation method
is proposed to solve the problem as in the following
procedures:

Step 1. Suppose that three consecutive measure-

ment pairs as (V1 , I1 ), (V2 , I2 ), and (V3 , I3 ) at
generator terminal are available. Assume (V1 , I1 )
as reference measurements to synchronize the others.
If there is a real (not complex) answer for ( 1 , 2 ),
then go to Step 2, otherwise go to Step 3.
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Step 2. In this step, ( 1 ,

can be obtained from
basic triangulation method from Eqs. (A.4) or (A.5).
The problem is that two answers for ( 1 , 2 ) as ( 10 ,
0
00 0
2 ) and ( 1 , 2 ) are available in which the correct
one should be adopted for phase drift correction.
0 s are calculated from
Therefore, the rst three Zth
(V1 , I1 ) as well as corrected values of (V2 , I2 ) and
(V3 , I3 ) based on ( 10 , 20 ) as follows:
0 = V2 e
Z21
I2 e

j
j

01
01

V1
;
I1

0 = V3 e
Z31
I3 e

j
j

02
02

V1
;
I1

0 = V3 e
Z32
I3 e

j
j

02
02

V2 e
I2 e

2)

(3)
(4)
j
j

01
01


0

(V3 e j 2 V1 ) V2 e

=
I3 e j 02 I1 (I2 e
=


j 01
j 01



V1
I1 )

0
B 0 Z21
;
B0

0
A0 Z31
A0

0 j
E 0 = (jZ21

(5)

jZ310 j)2 + (jZ210 j jZ320 j)2

0 j
+ (jZ31

jZ320 j)2



(6)

:

0
In Eq. (5), A0 and0 B 0 can be obtained from (I3 e j 2
I1 ) and (I2 e j 1 I1 ), respectively. E 0 is the
calculation error when ( 1 , 2 ) is used. The two cycle
time spans of the three consecutive measurements are
noticeably short; therefore, in theory, the values of
0 must be identical and E 0 be zero.
0 , Z31
0 , and Z32
Z21
However, this will not be put into practice.
00 s are also calculated from
Next, other three Zth
(V1 , I1 ) and corrected values of (V2 , I2 ) and (V3 , I3 ),
except ( 100 , 200 ), as follows:

00 = V2 e
Z21
I2 e

j
j

001
001

V1
;
I1

(7)

00 = V3 e
Z31
I3 e

j
j

002
002

V1
;
I1

(8)

0 = V3 e
Z32
I3 e

j
j

002
002

V2 e
I2 e

j
j

(V3 e j 2 V1 ) V2 e

=
I3 e j 002 I1 (I2 e
=

00
A00 Z31
A00

00
B 00 Z21
;
00
B

jZ3100 j)2 + (jZ2100 j jZ3200 j)2


+ (jZ 00 j

jZ3200 j)2 :

31

j 001
j 001

(

( 1;

2) =

(
(

0

0 if E 0  E 00
if E 0 > E 00

1; 2)
00 00
1; 2)

(11)

According to Eq. (11), the correct choice between ( 10 ,
0
00 00
2 ) and ( 1 , 2 ) is the one that produces less error,
based on which phase drift correction and TE are
calculated.
Step 3. There is not a real solution for ( 1 , 2 ),
and complex values may be adopted which cannot
be accepted and TE calculation is not possible. To
overcome this, the e ect of phase drift on each vector
will be studied separately. The proposed correction
algorithm is as below:
Step 3.1. Assume vector A as the reference vector,
and assume that the slip frequency a ects only
vector B and does not have e ect on C . Both size
and angle of vector B will be changed to form a
triangle with the other two vectors. Therefore, a
virtual vector called B  , which is equal to B  =
A C , is produced for estimating the phase drift
of vector B . This is shown in Figure 6. As C is
assumed una ected, according to Eq. (A.3), the
equivalent phase drift of B can only be related
to the third measurement pairs. This value ( 0 )
B  ) can be
and related Thevenin impedance (Zth
calculated as follows:
0

=

B

B

= angle (B  ) angle (B )
= angle ( A C ) angle (B );



V1
I1 )

(9)

(10)

In Eq. 00 (9), A00 and B 00 00 can be obtained from
(I3 e j 2 I1 ) and (I2 e j 1 I1 ), respectively, and
E 00 is calculation error. The values of E 0 and E 00 are
used for the adopting criteria. To choose the correct
answer for ( 1 , 2 ), the following criterion is used:

001
001


00



00 j
E 00 = (jZ21

Figure 6. Construction of B  vector.

(12)
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 C
B  = V1 V3
Zth
I1 I3C

!

3. Simulations and results
!

V1 V3 exp( j 0 )
:
(13)
I1 I3 exp( j 0 )
Step 3.2. Independent of Step 3-1 and based on
Figure 7, it is assumed that vector B is not a ected
and virtual vector C  is constructed to form a
triangle with the other two ones. The equivalent
phase drift of vector C is equal to 1 and can be
obtained as:

1 = C C = angle (C ) angle (C )

=

= angle ( B

A) angle (C ) :

(14)

(C )
The corresponding value of the Zth
is obtained
from the rst and second measurement pairs. In
this step, the calculated phase drift is related to
the second measurement pairs.
!
V1 V2C
B

Zth =  C
I1 I2

V
= 1
I1

!

V2 exp( j 1 )
:
I2 exp( j 1 )

(15)

Final , Eq.
Step 3-3. For the nal estimation of Zth

(5) is rewritten as follows:
B  BZ C 
Final = AZth
th ;
Zth
(16)
A B
where A = (I3 e j I1 ) and B = (I2 e j 1 I1 ).
The value of the Vth could be calculated from the
Final and any corrected phasors as follows:
Zth
Final I = V C Z Final IC
Vth = V1 Zth
1
2
2
th
Final IC :
(17)
= V3C Zth
3
Since A = V1 I2 V2 I1 , in all steps, it has a constant
amount of drift. This is a general case which
allows the algorithm to adopt any of the vectors
as the reference. This will not a ect the result of
calculations.

Figure 7. Construction of C  vector.

Standard 39-Bus (NE 39) test system shown in Figure 8 is simulated in time domain in Power-factory®
DigSilent software and is used to verify the proposed
method. The percent loading of branches is obtained
from power ow result. All necessary voltages and
currents are sampled with a frequency of 2 kHz by
the software. These data are then transferred to
MATLAB program for calculating voltage and current
phasors with a PMU coded based on IEEE C37.118
standard. The ability of the proposed method is tested
in two scenarios: load disturbance and line faults. The
objective is to calculate TE seen from the generator
G2 terminal, which is terminal no. 32. Before any
disturbance, all generators are in normal operation
conditions and operational frequency of the network
is constant. The phase drift values before disturbances
are negligible.

3.1. Load disturbance

A load of 129 MW and 36 MVAR at terminal no. 26
is switched on in 10 seconds. Before this time, the
system was simulated until it reached a steady-state
condition, which is a constant voltage and constant
frequency for the whole system. The values of the
Zth and Xth seen from generator G2 are shown in
Figure 9. The obtained results are also compared with
two other methods' results. The rst method indicated
by \Simple Method" in Figure 9 is obtained directly
from Eq. (1) without phase drift correction. In other
words, the consecutive phasors obtained from PMU
are directly used in Eq. (1) for impedance calculation.
Another one indicated by Abdelkader and Morrow's
method [14] is calculated from the algorithm developed
in [14] where a simple triangulation method is used to
correct the phase drift.
As the entered load is far from generator G2
and is small compared with the network size, the Zth
seen from terminal no. 32 will not change signi cantly.
However, the load switching will cause some small variations in system frequency. These variations produce a
phase drift in PMU reporting phasors. In case of phase
drift, the voltage and current phasors of terminal no.
32 reported by PMU will rotate in its real-imaginary
plane, as shown in Figure 10.
This rotation is valid for a few seconds before and
after the load switching. In Figure 10, the reported
phasors before the load switching are concentrated at a
small circle, meaning that no phase drift exists. Outer
points are related to the reported phasors after load
switching whose voltage and current phasors rotate on
a circle. The magnitude of reported phasors is almost
constant; however, a signi cant phase drift is observed.
In this area, a phase drift correction is inevitable for
synchronizing the consecutive measurements.
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Figure 8. NE 39 test system with equipment loading.
As can be seen from Figure 9, the uctuations
of the proposed method are much lower than those of
the other two methods, especially in the estimation of
Xth . The exact values for system Thevenin impedances
seen from terminal no. 32 are obtained from Ansi shortcircuit calculations in DigSilent software and are 0.53
for Zth and 0.43 for Xth , respectively.

3.2. System faults

For testing the proposed method's ability in severe
conditions, the network will face single and double
three-phase faults near generator G2. First, a single
three-phase fault is simulated on the line connecting
terminals 6 to 7 in 10 seconds. This line is adopted
because its loading is higher than the other lines'
loading, connecting G2 to the rest of the network, and
so, more severe conditions will happen.
The obtained Xth by the proposed method and
two other methods are shown in Figure 11(a). As
the fault is near the generator, the Xth is reduced
signi cantly. The exact value is 0.167 . Results of all

methods are accepted; however, the proposed method's
estimation is better, especially at the instance of the
fault. The estimation error is about 4.2%.
Furthermore, a double three-phase fault is also
simulated. In this case, both lines connecting terminals
6 to 5 and 7 in Figure 8 are short-circuited simultaneously with a three-phase fault. As expected, the value
of Xth is reduced again, which is shown in Figure 11(b).
The exact value in this case is 0.11 . As can be seen in
this case, the algorithm response is more accurate than
the two other methods, showing fewer uctuations.
The estimation error of the proposed algorithm is lower
than 10%.

4. Practical test
The validity of the proposed method is veri ed in a
practical test done in the protection laboratory of SBU
University. Figures 12 and 13 show the components
and single-line diagram of the test system. A DC
motor coupled with a 3-phase synchronous generator
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Figure 9. Obtained T E in the case of load disturbance:
(a) Value of Zth in , and (b) value of Xth in .

is connected to the laboratory network. A digital
scope is used to save the generator voltage and current
via an appropriate voltage and current transformers.
The system and sampling frequency are 50 Hz and
1 kHz, respectively. A synchronizing bracket composed
of a synchronizer and a switch is used to parallel the
generator to the laboratory network.
After paralleling the generator to the laboratory
network, phase voltage and current of generator terminal are saved by means of a digital scope for one
second. These data are used to estimate the Thevenin
impedance from generator point of view in a steadystate condition. A digital low-pass lter is implemented
to extract the rst harmonic of voltage and current
signals. Voltage and current phasors are calculated
by means of a simulated PMU according to IEEE
C137.118 standard.
Due to the network voltage inconsistency during
the test, some oscillations are observed. The magnitude
of the network voltage recorded by the digital scope
is shown in Figure 14. Since the generator does not
connect to an ideal network, some disturbances at its
terminal voltage are expected. However, the proposed
algorithm still shows acceptable results. Figure 15
shows the estimated value of the Xth obtained from the

Figure 10. Reported phasors of bus no. 32 for load

disturbance: (a) Voltage phasor (PU), and (b) current
phasor (PU).

proposed method and two other methods. Abdelkader
and Morrow's method [14] does not have an acceptable
result between 0.2 s and 0.4 s, probably because it
did not calculate the phase drifts correctly at this
period. Result of a simple method shown by the
dotted line in Figure 15 has signi cant oscillations in
all times and absolutely fails in impedance estimation.
The estimated values for the Rth are shown in
Figure 16. As previous stated, results of the proposed algorithm are better. Abdelkader and Morrow's
method [14] loses its accuracy after 0.6 seconds; approximately after 0.8 seconds, the calculation is not
possible due to the resulting complex values for ( 1 ,
2 ). At this section, the proposed algorithm has an
answer with good accuracy.
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Figure 13. Laboratory test system to calculate network
TE.

Figure 14. Laboratory network voltage during the test.
Figure 11. Obtained Xth in case of fault and (a) Line

single three-phase fault, and (b) line double three-phase
fault.

Figure 15. Thevenin reactance (Xth ) for laboratory test
system.

Figure 12. Laboratory test system.

5. Conclusion
A new method for TE estimation based on PMU data
was presented. The phase drift problem was corrected
via a virtual vector that contributed to the simple
triangulation method. The algorithm was tested and
veri ed with a standard IEEE 39-Bus test network
in both steady-state and faulty conditions. Load
switching and single and common three-phase faults
were simulated by DigSilent software in time domain

Figure 16. Thevenin resistance (Rth ) for laboratory test
system.
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to produce phase drift. PMU was also simulated in
MATLAB based on IEEE C37.118 standard. The
results of the proposed method were compared with
those of simple methods and methods of Abdelkader
and Morrow [14]. The obtained results show that the
new method has better results in both steady-state
and transient conditions. In steady-state condition,
the error is less than 1%, and in case of transient
condition, it shows very interesting results compared
with other methods. Moreover, a practical test system
in protection laboratory of SBU University was also implemented, whose obtained results show the accuracy
of the proposed method.
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Appendix
Based on the theory developed in [14], the necessary
and sucient condition for the presence of valid TE at
a node is provided, when Eq. (A.1) is valid, which is as
follows:
1 1 1
V1 V2 V3 = 0 :
I1 I2 I3

(A.1)

Subscripts 1, 2, and 3 denote the rst, second, and third
phasor measurements pairs, respectively. Considering
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be either calculated from Eqs. (A.4) or (A.5) [19].
1

0 =  + A

B ;

2

0 =  + A +

C ;

1

00 =  + A +

B ;

00 =  + A

C :

2

Figure A.1. Triangulation method to correct the phase
drift.

the rst measurement pair (V1 , I1 ) as reference, then
the phasor values whose undesirable phase drifts are
corrected for the second and third measurements can
be stated as (V2 e j 1 ; I2 e j 1 ) and (V3 e j 2 ; I3 e j 2 ),
respectively. By substituting the corrected phasor
values into Eq. (A.1), the following equation can be
obtained:
A + B  + C  = 0;
(A.2)
where B  = Bej 1 ; C  = Cej 2 and:
A = VI 2 VI 3 ; B = VI 3 VI 1 ; C = VI 1 VI 2 : (A.3)
2
3
3
1
1
2

Eq. (A.3) states that if three measurements belong to
a unique TE model, a triangular could be created from
them, as shown in Figure A.1. Angles 1 and 2 could

(A.4)

(A.5)
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